
Scottish wildlife means animals 
and plants that live in the wild in 
Scotland. Wildlife can be found in 
places like the countryside, towns, 
mountains and beaches.

There are many different kinds of 
Scottish wildlife. Sea eagles, ospreys 
and puffins are all wild birds found 
in Scotland.

Red squirrels and wildcats are 
endangered in Scotland. This 
means that their numbers are 
small in the wild and they are 
not seen very often.

Red deer, grey seals and hedgehogs are 
common mammals in Scotland. 
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Questions
1.   What is Scottish wildlife? Tick one.

            animals found in the zoo in Scotland

            pets and plants found in Scottish houses

            animals and plants found in the wild in Scotland

2.  Name a type of bird found in the wild in Scotland.

            

3.  What is an endangered animal? Tick one answer.

           a common animal

           a fierce animal

           an animal with only a small number still alive

4.     This sentence has been mixed up. Write it in the correct order.

     species of wildlife.  Scottish many  are  There  different

                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                        

5.  Have you seen any Scottish wildlife ? Colour one thumb.

6.  Draw a picture of a Scottish wild animal on the next sheet.
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Answers
1.   What is Scottish wildlife? Tick one.

            animals found in the zoo in Scotland

            pets and plants found in Scottish houses

            animals and plants found in the wild in Scotland

2.  Name a type of bird found in the wild in Scotland.

    Any of the three can be mentioned: sea eagle, osprey, puffin

3.  What is an endangered animal? Tick one answer.

           a common animal

           a fierce animal

           an animal with only a small number still alive

4.     This sentence has been mixed up. Write it in the correct order.

     species of wildlife.  Scottish many  are  There  different

      There are many different species of Scottish wildlife.

5.  Have you seen any Scottish wildlife ? Colour one thumb.

       Children’s own responses

6.  Draw a picture of a Scottish wild animal on the next sheet.

       Children’s own responses
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